Web PACS software
Power your diagnostic imaging
IDEXX Web PACS software:
Taking software to a new level of capability for communications and diagnostic care

Delivering clinical insight with every diagnostic image
Access diagnostic imaging information via the web with IDEXX Web PACS software, a picture archiving and communications system (PACS) that provides measurement, work-flow, collaboration, and storage features and tools.

Your workstation is wherever you are
IDEXX Web PACS software is not limited to an in-clinic system. Any PC or web-enabled device can be your workstation; reviewing, manipulating, and sharing images is no longer restricted to the clinic network. With IDEXX Web PACS software, you can review an image when and where you need to, via the web through IDEXX VetConnect® PLUS.

Advanced measurement tools that work with your current digital image capture technology
Capture radiographs using your existing diagnostic imaging system and your familiar processes and current protocols. You’ll experience the IDEXX Web PACS software difference with its advanced measurement tools, such as TTA, VHS, and TPLO, that take imaging to a whole new level.

Integrated with leading PIMS
IDEXX Web PACS software integrates with your practice management software so your diagnostic imaging is included in your entire practice work flow.

Enhanced image sharing:
Collaborate conveniently and in real time
With enhanced sharing capabilities like Interactive Collaboration sessions that include instant chat and live annotation that both parties can view, you can share images and work together with peers and specialists from multiple locations, anywhere in the world, in real time. Integrated work flow with IDEXX Telemedicine Consultants makes submitting a case fast and easy. Or simply email an image to a client.

Support for all DICOM® modalities
IDEXX Web PACS software supports x-rays and other DICOM-compliant modalities, too. View, share, and edit MRI, CT, dental, cine loop, and ultrasound images. IDEXX Web PACS software is designed to support your advanced practice diagnostic imaging requirements.

Built-in resources
Help is built into the IDEXX Web PACS software. Want to make sure you’re using the vertebral heart score (VHS) measurement tool correctly? We have instructions for that, right on screen and at your fingertips.

Updates made easy
IDEXX Web PACS software comes with automatic software updates so every time you log in, you’ll be using the latest versions of the software.
Give the best diagnosis with Interactive Collaboration sessions: Insight from your colleagues or specialists

Dr. Gene Stearns: This is an interesting x-ray. What do you think about the area that I’m pointing to in red?

Dr. Kim Golden: I’d like to get your opinion on this case. Any thoughts from looking at this radiograph?

Dr. Ann Parson: I think I’ve had a similar case. Let me check my records to see what we did. How does the blood work look?
VetConnect PLUS: Your portal to IDEXX Web PACS

Comprehensive diagnostic results and images, conveniently integrated within IDEXX VetConnect® PLUS
IDEXX Web PACS software delivers diagnostic images as part of the comprehensive patient results provided through IDEXX VetConnect® PLUS. Review side-by-side images with complete diagnostic history, and trend individual patient results relative to baseline to track changes and support your diagnosis and treatment planning. VetConnect PLUS ensures diagnostic images are readily available to support your clinical decision making.

Information all in one place
When you’re logged in to VetConnect PLUS, you can access IDEXX Web PACS software. Click on a radiograph as part of the VetConnect PLUS patient summary and it automatically opens your IDEXX Web PACS viewer so you can reference all of a patient’s diagnostic information comprehensively and conveniently.

Reviewing radiographs and other imaging modalities as part of the patient summary in VetConnect PLUS alongside blood work gives context and ensures that the care team has access to the same information at the same time. Diagnostic imaging information is served up by IDEXX Web PACS software so that practices with a large staff, multiple doctors, and busy schedules can keep everyone on the same page with access to information from a single point: VetConnect PLUS.

IDEXX Web PACS software, VetConnect PLUS, and your conversations with pet owners
Access to diagnostic and imaging patient information in one place with VetConnect PLUS makes it easier to discuss pets’ health with pet owners and involve them in your care plans. With IDEXX Web PACS, share radiographs with one click to open your DICOM® viewer. You’ll have all of your IDEXX Web PACS diagnostic tools at your fingertips. Even share pets’ images through email or an Interactive Collaboration session in the IDEXX Web PACS software. Using their own web-enabled device, without special imaging software, clients can be more involved in their pets’ health.
Advantages of IDEXX Web PACS software

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IDEXX Web PACS software</th>
<th>Locally installed software</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flexible storage based on a tiered system</td>
<td>Limited to network capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic off-site image backup</td>
<td>Manual on-site image backup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlimited workstations</td>
<td>Workstations limited to seat licenses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic maintenance and updates</td>
<td>Manual updates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive Collaboration</td>
<td>Sending or emailing images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration with IDEXX VetConnect® PLUS, leading practice management systems, and IDEXX Telemedicine Consultants</td>
<td>Integration with leading practice management systems and IDEXX Telemedicine Consultants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IDEXX Web PACS:
Storage and security without limits

Store what you need
Using a web-based solution means your diagnostic images are securely stored online and always available to you. Even if the unthinkable happens, your images are backed up online and off-site to ensure your practice keeps running. For now and the future, IDEXX Web PACS software can support your storage needs.

Enhanced security
IDEXX Web PACS software keeps your images secure and safe, even when sharing and communicating with others. Rest assured your diagnostic imaging information is archived on a secure server that automatically runs a multitiered verification process to ensure all users are properly authorized.

Unlimited capacity
Server capacity is a major benefit and return on investment with IDEXX Web PACS software. Images and their diagnostic information are stored on off-site servers, so they do not require network space. Entrust the responsibility of archiving your diagnostic images to IDEXX.